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I Friday evening – Prayer of the Heart 
 
It might seem slightly jarring to be gathering here on retreat at a time in the life of 
the world, the life of our nation, where there is a sense of crisis (some of it still 
unfolding), deeply painful losses to acknowledge and mourn, the need for urgent 
action, transformation. So much needs attending to, so many people are suffering 
acutely, yet here we are – drawing apart from our normal work and 
responsibilities, turning off the news, seemingly in a kind of ‘bubble’ ... But, as I 
know you know already, our conviction is that the time we spend here, the work 
we do here is in fact not disconnected from all these urgencies and concerns. It’s 
part of what fits us to engage more truthfully, effectively, radically with the needs 
of the world ... and I hope that by the end of these days you will be more than 
ever conscious of how that is so.  
 
This is the second year we’ve offered a retreat on this Australia Day long 
weekend, and as it was last year, the intention is to offer a space early in this new 
year in which we can deepen our prayer – and particularly our practice of silent 
meditation. It’s an invitation to become more stably rooted in prayer, and so the 
focus really is on practice. It’s not a time for lots of conceptual input or intellectual 
engagement, or even lots of personal reflection, problem solving, life planning ... 
my encouragement to you is to approach this whole time as an extended 
opportunity to be with God, to be here as simply and undefendedly and 
unselfconsciously as you can, to listen beyond your own thoughts, anxieties and 
desires, to give yourself humbly to the practice itself and so be available for what 
you do not yet know. You’ve been drawn to be here, and you’ve said ‘yes’. So 
allow yourself to trust that this is right, that there is something for you and for all 
of us in you being here. 
 
Our retreat this year is called ‘Prayer of the Heart’, and this evening as I introduce 
our theme, I want to say a bit more about this phrase – this notion of ‘the prayer 
of the heart’. Sometimes it’s a phrase used to speak specifically of the ‘Jesus 



Prayer’ from the Eastern Orthodox tradition: ‘Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on 
me, a sinner...’. But the phrase ‘the prayer of the heart’ is also one of names given 
to silent contemplative prayer (meditation) in general. And that’s the sense in 
which I’m going to be using it this weekend.  
 
When I first heard this phrase, I didn’t really think much about it – it was just a 
poetic synonym that you could use to replace the word ‘meditation’. More 
recently, I’ve begun to see that this way of describing meditation holds real riches 
for helping deepen our practice, and our understanding of what contemplation is 
really about – and that’s why I’m proposing to focus on it over our time together. 
 
So, what is the prayer of the heart? I imagine most of us, as people with some 
experience of meditation, could have a stab at saying what it’s not. If it’s 
connected with silent contemplation, then we know that the prayer of the heart 
will not be purely mental prayer, the articulation of our thoughts, our discursive 
mind in a god-wards direction. We also know, despite the connotations of the 
word ‘heart’ in modern English, that the prayer of the heart will not be to do 
essentially with our emotions, the outpouring of our feelings and affectivity.  
 
But if it’s not that – what is it? Well ... the prayer of the heart is prayer that draws 
us into and issues from the heart. And what’s key to unpacking this is that, in our 
spiritual tradition, ‘the heart’ refers to a particular dimension or capacity of the 
self. There are various ways of describing or gesturing towards this capacity. 
 
Cynthia Bourgeault, the American teacher of Centering Prayer, says that in ‘the 
great wisdom traditions of the West (Christian, Jewish, Islamic), the heart is first 
and foremost an organ of spiritual perception’.1 ‘Its primary function is to look 
beyond the obvious, the boundaried surface of things, and see into a deeper 
reality’. On this account, she says, the heart is connected with wisdom, or what 
some have called ‘total mind’. The intelligence, the knowing, the perception of the 
heart is more refined and subtle and integrated than our superficial levels of 
‘thinking’ and ‘feeling’ and ‘reacting’. It’s beyond the ‘limited analytic intellect’. 
Indeed, Sufi master, Kabir Helminski, says the heart is ‘in spontaneous connection 
to the cosmic mind’, ‘the emanations of subtler levels of existence’.2 Here I think 
it’s interesting to remember that the prayer of approach you find in the Anglican 

																																																								
1	Cynthia	Bourgeault,	The	Heart	of	Centering	Prayer:	Nondual	Christianity	in	Theory	and	Practice	(Boulder,	CO:	
Shambhala	Publications,	2016),	p.54.	
2	Bourgeault,	The	Heart	of	Centering	Prayer,	p.55.	



Eucharistic service, which comes from the 14th century Cloud of Unknowing, 
includes the words: ‘cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of your 
Holy Spirit’. So, the ‘heart’ may be understood as an organ of subtle perception.  
 
It’s also, in our tradition, a way of speaking, of that which is truest about us, 
deepest in us. Thomas Merton and Laurence Freeman, for example, speak of ‘the 
heart’ in terms of the ‘true self’. John Main and Bede Griffiths speak of the heart 
as the ‘centre’ of the self, ‘the central point of our being’; still others speak of the 
‘soul’. And what’s significant about all these ways of characterising the heart, I 
think, is they suggest that what is deepest in us, truest about us, ‘the heart of us’, 
just is this capacity to perceive and receive reality at a certain depth, to be 
connected to ourselves and what is beyond ourselves in this integrated, holistic, 
subtle way. 
 
So if we come back to this phrase, the ‘prayer of the heart’, it seems to be talking 
about the kind of prayer that issues from this depth dimension, from the centre of 
the self, the ego-less self; it’s prayer that issues from an awakened capacity for 
spiritual perception and receptivity.  
 
And if we take this seriously, it opens up some significant questions. For example, 
how do we awaken this dimension of ourselves? How do we reliably ‘centre’ 
ourselves there and pray from there? How do we touch into the reality and energy 
of the heart, and how does this matter? On our retreat flyer, I quoted from the 10th 
century theologian, St Simeon. In his teaching on prayer, he wrote: ‘Keep your 
mind in the heart, trying by every possible means to find the place where the 
heart is, in order that, having found it, your mind should constantly abide there’.3 
This retreat is about exploring what this means.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
3	I	first	came	across	this	quotation	in	the	writing	of	Jacob	Needleman	and	his	discussion	of	the	question	of	
‘finding	the	heart’	alerted	me	to	its	significance.	Lost	Christianity:	A	Journey	of	Rediscovery	(New	York:	Jeremy	
P	Tarcher/Penguin,	2014	[first	published	1980]),	pp.161-162.	



II Saturday morning – Finding the Heart 
 
Last night, I introduced the theme of our retreat – ‘the prayer of the heart’ – and 
noted that this phrase is one of the key ways of describing or naming the practice 
of silent contemplative prayer – meditation. 
 
I said that the notion of the ‘heart’ has a particular meaning in our tradition. It 
can’t be reduced to qualities like sincerity (as when people talk about speaking 
‘from the heart’ or being ‘heart-felt’), and it signifies something deeper than our 
discursive thoughts and our feelings, and  
 
Indeed for the teachers of our wisdom tradition, ‘the heart’ signifies the centre of 
our being, the self beyond our ego-ic identity. The heart has its own particular 
intelligence and resonance with the rest of reality. And I quoted from the words of 
St Simeon the New Theologian which suggest that although we need to pray from 
the heart, to centre ourselves there, we cannot be sure we know how to do it. 
Simeon says that in learning how to pray, we must try ‘by every possible means to 
find the place where the heart is’.  
 
In other words, it’s as though he’s suggesting we don’t automatically have access 
to the heart ... somehow our access, our capacity, needs to be awakened or 
refined if we’re to deepen our prayer, if we’re truly to pray. So this morning, we’re 
starting with the question – how do we find the place of the heart? 
 
There are two main clusters of metaphor and image associated with the journey 
to, the awakening of the heart. 
 
One cluster of images involves notions of purity and simplicity. Jesus taught: 
‘Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God’. We tend to hear the word 
‘purity’ in moral terms – having good thoughts, letting go polluting behaviours ... 
and that’s partly right. Teachers of prayer like St Simeon and John Cassian insist 
that right conduct is a necessary step in the journey to the heart. The reason is 
that if you are alienated from goodness or self-deceived, if you’re uneasy in your 
conscience, shamed or defensive, then you’re divided from yourself and from the 
larger life and connectivity. In this state, you will remain trapped within ego-ic 
consciousness, the ego-ic self and have limited access to the deep truth of your 
being and of being itself. So moral integrity is a condition of finding the heart 



(which is why things like confession, repentance, the healing of old wounds are 
necessary for growth in prayer).  
 
But purity of heart itself is something more than moral integrity. Fundamentally, 
it’s got to do with the condition of simplicity and undividedness at the level of 
consciousness. This condition is also sometimes called innocence or childlikeness. 
The philosopher Soren Kierkegaard wrote: ‘Purity of heart is to will one thing’ – 
and that gives the flavour of it. It’s about being collected, one-pointed, and so 
capable of real presence, real attention – not distracted, double-minded, self-
deceived or ambiguous. John Main wrote: ‘that what each of us needs if we are to 
live our life fully, if we are to expand our spirit fully, ... is purity of heart’. And he 
defines this as ‘that clarity of perception that will enable us to see reality as it is, to 
see ourselves as we are, to see others as they are ... and to see God as [God] is ... 
‘To see all that, we require purity of heart which [is] to say that we need to be able 
to see straight ahead of us without refracting our vision through the prism of the 
ego’.4 
 
So there’s something here about the journey to the heart requiring getting past 
the self-referencing self, getting past compulsive self-consciousness and self-
analysis – some speak of ‘self-forgetting’. Elsewhere John Main offers another 
image. He wrote, ‘A point in mathematics has position but no magnitude; it has no 
size. It has its place and that is all it has’. In the context of prayer, he says, this 
point with no magnitude is ‘the central point of our own being’ – the heart. ‘The 
purpose of meditation is to enter into our central point which is the experience of 
self-transcendence, a going forward. We leave self utterly behind and our ego is 
reduced and reduced and reduced until we have our place but no magnitude’.5 
This purity, this simplicity, is the place of the heart. 
 
The second cluster of images associated with the journey to, the awakening of the 
heart, is to do with a radical kind of humility, unknowing, poverty of spirit.  
 
One way of conceiving of this state is to become present to a moment when you 
found yourself utterly at a loss, not knowing who you were anymore, or how to be 
or to go on. American scholar Jacob Needleman suggests that the heart or the 

																																																								
4	John	Main,	Fully	Alive,	cited	in	Silence	and	Stillness	in	Every	Season,	ed.	Paul	Harris	(New	York:	Continuum,	
2002),	p.14.	
5	John	Main,	Moment	of	Christ:	Prayer	as	the	way	to	God’s	fullness,	ed.	Laurence	Freeman	(Norwich:	
Canterbury	Press,	2010),	pp.46-47.	



soul is ‘spontaneously activated’ in human beings ‘in the state of profound self-
questioning’. This can happen at moments of crisis and loss, when we get to the 
end of our own resources and feel ourselves totally disoriented, brought to 
nothing. He speaks of ‘the encounter with death between grief and sadness, 
between shock and fear; ... [and of] the encounter with life’s revolutionary 
disappointments, before free fall turns to self-pity’.6 This ‘spontaneous activation’ 
can also happen at moments of profound disillusionment, questing or 
meaninglessness: Needleman speaks of ‘the encounter with supersatisfaction [or 
satiation], between emptiness and boredom’. In this kind of experience of a 
different capacity or felt sense of the self is often uncovered – and it can happen 
also in relation to experiences of profound wonder, mystery or gift such as the 
birth of a child or encounter with beauty. Perhaps you can think of a time in your 
own life, where you were aware of this ‘activation’ ...  
 
Needleman says that when someone is in question at this kind of existential level, 
they are in a state of ‘in-betweenness’. This state ‘is unaccustomed to the mind 
and the emotions, and is always experienced at first as painful or unpleasant’. It’s 
always tempting to cover it over again, to distract or to ‘solve’ its unresolvedness, 
return to ‘normal’. But one of the images I find most helpful for being able to trust 
this state of being or awareness, is offered by Australian poet Lisa Jacobson. In 
her poem, ‘There Are Stones That Sing’,7 she writes: 
 
I’ve heard that âme (‘soul’ in French) 
is the name of a wooden chip, 
very exposed and vulnerable, 
that violin makers insert into 
the bodies of their instruments 
to further enhance the sound. 
 
She wonders if that’s where God lives, and I would say certainly that is where we 
encounter God and our own heart – as we encounter, as we undergo that 
exposure and vulnerability, that tender, in-between space where old certainties 
and frameworks are dissolving, and we don’t quite know how to put ourselves 
back together again.  
 

																																																								
6	Needleman,	Lost	Christianity,	p.167.	
7	Published in Lisa Jacobson, south in the world (Crawley: UWA Publishing, 2014), p.89.	



Simeon says that if we want to pray, we must ‘find the place where the heart is’. 
And what I’ve been talking about are two features of the journey to the heart that 
are key in our tradition. The first is the understanding that finding the heart 
involves a progressive simplification, a moving beyond self-consciousness; and 
second, it involves a deepening humility and poverty – a kind of tender, 
unknowing, consciously accepted vulnerability at the level of our being itself. 
Maybe as I speak, you are aware of your heart, the felt quality of it. And it what 
this reveals, I think, is that our heart, the centre of our being, isn’t a thing. It’s not 
a fixed entity we could grasp or dissect or look at as an object. It’s much more like 
a quality of awareness and aliveness, it’s a kind of resonance and responsivity. 
 
As I’ve said already – and many of you will know for yourselves – that life itself can 
take us to this place ... though sometimes we struggle to bear it or abide there.  
 
Meditation is also a practice that helps us make this journey to the heart. It does 
so because it helps us keep our gaze fixed beyond ourselves, our habitual and 
reactive thoughts and feelings, and so forms us in simplicity: in the tradition 
taught by John Main, this is the significance of saying the mantra from the 
beginning to the end of the meditation period, without coming back inside 
ourselves, to reflect or comment on ourselves or anything else.  
 
Meditation also forms us in humility, poverty, by calling us again and again to 
practise letting go – letting go our certainties, our expectations and agenda. It 
gets us used to inhabiting this vulnerable, in-between space of unknowing, and 
bare being. 
 
This afternoon, I’ll say more about the question of how we might learn to abide in 
the heart, to centre ourselves in this place ... 
 
For now, though, as we go into this morning, invite you to let yourself touch into 
the space of the heart, this space of awareness and simple presence. Don’t grasp 
at it ... or try to imagine it ... If you’re not sure if you know this space, don’t be 
anxious ... don’t problem solve or work at it or try to make anything happen. Just 
trust the unfolding ... If in this space you’re aware of pain or rawness or fear of 
trusting, be gentle with yourself ... Let us rest into the presence of God with us, 
and receive the gift ... 
 
 
 



III  Saturday afternoon – Guarding the Heart 
 
‘Keep your mind in the heart, trying by every possible means to find the place 
where the heart is, in order that, having found it, your mind should constantly 
abide there’. So, says St Simeon. And he goes on: ‘Wrestling thus, the mind will 
find the place of the heart’. This afternoon, I want to focus on the question of 
‘constantly abiding’ in the place of the heart and the sense in which it involves a 
‘wrestle’ of sorts, or at least a kind of ‘work’.  
 
There’s a particular language in monastic and orthodox spirituality that connects 
to this theme.  There’s talk of the need for vigilance, watchfulness, for guarding 
the heart. But in our culture, it seems to me, this language is readily 
misunderstood ... 
 
That’s because the notion of guarding the heart can sound as though what’s 
needed is a kind of defensive wall around the heart, a protective mechanism; as if 
we need to defend against something bad happening to us – such things as 
suffering disappointment or heart-break, being taken advantage of, and so on. 
But what’s problematic about this conception of ‘guarding the heart’, is that it 
implies the necessity of a kind of hardening, a shield or carapace – a blocking of 
connectivity and availability. And yet (we know) this is the opposite of the way of 
being called for by the spiritual journey.  
 
So this suggests that when wisdom teachers speak of the need to ‘guard’ or 
‘keep’ watch over the heart, they’re not telling us to protect our feelings, defend 
ourselves against disillusion or suffering. Rather, what they’re talking about is the 
necessity of keeping open the space of the heart, despite the risk. It’s 
acknowledging and allowing the heart, that vulnerable awareness, that tender 
longing, rather than shutting it down, overriding or denying it.  
 
This morning I quoted Jacob Needleman saying that ‘the heart’ is spontaneously 
activated in the state of profound self-questioning. I can think of a few occasions 
in my life where I’ve been particularly aware of this activation ... one came when I 
was working as a public servant, a researcher for Senate committees. I had a good 
job, but I knew it wasn’t vocational ... and although on the surface all was fine, 
nothing was overtly wrong (in fact, what did I have to complain about?), inwardly I 
was terrified my life was just slipping away. I felt that mine was becoming a life of 
‘quiet desperation’ – perfectly acceptable and respectable, even ‘successful’, but 



never really becoming my own. I’d tried all kinds of strategies to open up new 
possibilities, to make something happen, but nothing had worked. I was at the 
end of what I knew to do.  
 
And it was in this space of nothing, of being utterly without answers, and on the 
brink of despair, that I suddenly knew that I had to stop trying, trying to fix the 
‘problem’. The felt experience of this was like nothing I’d known before. There 
were moments of almost sheer panic, as life seemed to be passing by without any 
change; there were moments I tried to tell myself I was just being silly. But every 
time I was tempted either to give up on my question or to resume flailing about, 
there came a deeper knowing that what I must do was keep still, wait, listen. And 
what I now understand, thought I didn’t have language for it then, is that I was 
finding and then guarding the place of the heart. I was allowing the question – 
and I was abiding in it, being with its radical discomfort. And now, looking back, it 
seems to me that the months of this undergoing, changed my life – everything I 
am and am doing now has flowed from that time. 
 
The heart is activated, comes more fully to awareness, in times of radical self-
questioning and unknowing – in encounter with crisis, grief, illness, death, birth, 
mystery, beauty, despair, impossibility. What matters profoundly at such times is 
that we remain true to them – vulnerable, open, present. Needleman writes of the 
need to struggle ‘against attempts to cover over the Question by means of 
explanations, emotional reactions or physical action’.8 For what’s happening in 
our openness to the question is the birth of the soul, the emergence of a new 
energy. 
 
And he goes on, ‘Every day, every more or less average human individual 
experiences the appearance of this energy in its most embryonic stage. Whenever 
there is pain or contradiction, this energy of the soul is released or “activated”. 
But’, he goes on, ‘almost always ... this new energy is immediately dispersed and 
comes to nothing. A hundred, a thousand times a day, perhaps, “the soul is 
aborted”’.9 
 
It’s difficult in our performance oriented, achievement driven culture to take 
seriously this emerging energy, this heart-knowing. The unfamiliarity and fear of 
this space gives rise to our impulses to talk ourselves out of it and just keep 
																																																								
8	Needleman,	Lost	Christianity,	p.167.	
9	Needleman,	Lost	Christianity,	p.175.	



moving. But the result in what Needleman calls the dispersal of the soul. It’s as 
Jesus says in the parable of the sower – the seed of the kingdom may be sown 
and begin to sprout in us, but ‘the cares of the world’ choke it and it yields nothing 
(Matt. 13: 22). 
 
And I wonder if we can see this happening at the level of communities as well 
individuals. It strikes me, for example, that something like the recent bushfires 
opens a particular kind of space for a community, a country. Such events break us 
open; they put aspects of our life profoundly in question; and what breaks 
through is a deepened awareness of our radical vulnerability and connectivity – 
think of the outpouring of solidarity, grief, compassion we’ve seen in recent 
weeks. But then, all too soon, it’s as if this tender, in-between space closes over, 
as if it’s too much to bear and we don’t really trust it. Except perhaps for those 
most directly affected, politics, business, national life resume, more or less, as 
before. The soul is dispersed, and with it the invitation to transformation. 
 
So in the life of prayer, ‘vigilance’ means not forgetting or allowing this energy to 
be dispersed; this is what it means to keep watch, to be alert, to ‘guard the heart’, 
daring to believe that the energy of this space is real and leads us into deeper 
truth. 
 
How we keep watch, how we practise vigilance is a subtle matter. Because it’s not 
about being hyper-scrupulous or self-conscious, constantly checking your inward 
pulse ... It’s more about just becoming aware of the energy, the seed of kingdom,  
the tenderness of the heart space at particular times, and allowing it ... letting it 
be – trusting that this is a pregnant emptiness, a fecund kind of space ... and that 
(as the poet Rilke says) that if we live the question deeply, then we’ll one day live 
into the answer. Cynthia Bourgeault says ‘Remembrance of God [and I would add, 
of the heart] is not a mental concept; it exists deeply embodied as a vibration, a 
homing frequency to which we can become increasingly sensitively attuned’.10 
 
Meditation, once again, is our practice of deepening attunement to this energy, 
this space. The word prayer word teaches us to remain in place, non-dispersed in 
our thoughts, still at the level our being ... This is our availability for resonance 
with what is beyond us – the word, the presence of God. 
 
 

																																																								
10	Bourgeault,	The	Heart	of	Centering	Prayer,	p.69.	



IV Sacred Heart 
 
 
So far – I’ve focused on our theme, ‘the prayer of the heart’, as involving 
becoming present to the space of ‘the heart’ in us, our heart, our awakening soul. 
I’ve talked about tuning in to the energy which is more than our thoughts and 
feelings, and then learning to abide there, resonate with that energy. And we’ve 
seen that this is the work of contemplative prayer ... this is how we get in touch 
with or ‘activate’ this capacity of the self, and it enables the possibility of more 
reliably living from, perceiving from, thinking from, loving from this place of the 
heart. ‘The mind descended to the heart’. 
 
In this final session, I want to focus a bit more on how this matters, what this 
prayer is in service of. 
 
As you know, contemplation, the prayer of the heart, is fundamentally about 
seeing more clearly and loving more truly. In fact, our tradition holds that 
ultimately we are called to participate in God’s own seeing and loving – that we 
are to ‘put on the mind of Christ’. How does this become possible for us? The 
teachers of prayer say that the purer and more open the heart, the less covered or 
obstructed it is by reactivity, fear, self-concern, the more we become fitted for 
receiving and radiating God.11 
 
John Main offers a powerful image in this regard. You’ll recall that he describes 
the place of the heart, the centre of our being as like a ‘point with no magnitude’ 
... being beyond the ego-ic self. And he goes on to say that finding this point in 
ourselves ‘is like adjusting the aperture of a camera. When we have reduced 
[refined] ourself to that one-pointedness and when we are still, the light shines 
into us, into our hearts. That is the light of God, the light that enlightens and 
illuminates our entire being’.12 In other words, what happens as we become more 
simple, one-pointed, the aperture narrowed, is that we’re becoming more and 
more receptive to the life and love of God. The call, he writes, is ‘to root ourselves 
not in self-love but in universal love’. In this receptivity, in this rootedness, ‘We 
become persons, not for ourselves, but for others, for all, for the all’. The place of 
our heart, in other words, is the place of direct connection, communion, with the 
heart of God.  

																																																								
11	Cf.	Needleman,	Lost	Christianity,	p.168.	
12	Main,	Moment	of	Christ,	p.47.	



It’s striking to me that like John Main, Thomas Merton too evokes the imagery of 
a narrow aperture (and we might think also of Jesus’ saying about the ‘narrow 
gate’ that few find). Many of you will know the famous passage where Merton 
speaks of realising that he wasn’t separate from the people eddying around him in 
the shopping district in Louisville, at the corner of 4th and Walnut. He writes of 
being ‘suddenly overwhelmed by the realisation that I loved all these people, that 
they were mine and I was theirs’. The illusion he’d had of being special, set apart 
by his monastic vocation, just dissolved in that instant.13  
 
And when Merton reflected on this sudden sense of communion, this experience 
of unconditional love for and belonging to those around him, he described it this 
way: ‘At the centre of our being is a point of nothingness which is untouched by 
sin and illusion, a point of pure truth or spark which belongs entirely to God ... 
which is inaccessible to the fantasies of our own mind or the brutalities of our own 
will’. Merton calls this little point, this aperture, ‘the point vierge’ (the virgin 
point). It’s an image he draws from the 9th century Sufi mystic, Al Hallaj’s treatise 
on the heart. This ‘point vierge’, he says, ‘is in everybody, and if we could see it, 
we would see these billions of points of light coming together’ in such a way that 
‘the darkness and cruelty of life’ would ‘vanish completely. I have no program for 
this seeing’, he goes on: ‘It is only given. But the gate of heaven is everywhere’.14 
 
And I think what Merton is saying is that the point vierge, the aperture of the 
camera, is the place we discover that our heart is one with the heart of God and 
with the heart of all others. To discover this in ourselves, to realise it, is the 
moment we become capable of actually fulfilling Jesus’ command to love God 
with all our heart, mind, soul and strength and our neighbour as ourself. It’s the 
moment we become Christ-like. 
 
It’s also the moment we realise that ‘our prayer’ is not really ‘ours’ at all, but that 
we are simply disposing ourselves to connect with this sacred heart. ‘What we call 
‘our’ prayer is not ‘ours’ in any divided or possessive sense’, says John Main. 
‘“Our” prayer is nothing but the opening of our whole selves to this realised life of 
Christ: his vital and vitalising relationship with the Father. The underpinning reality 
of our lives is that this prayer of Jesus is realised in every moment in our hearts – 
at the centre of who we are’.  

																																																								
13	Thomas	Merton,	Conjectures	of	a	Guilty	Bystander	(Tunbridge	Wells:	Burns	&	Oates,	1995),	pp.156-157.	
14	See	also	Cynthia	Bourgeault,	Mystical	Hope:	Trusting	in	the	Mercy	of	God	(London:	Cowley	Publications,	
2001),	pp.36-37.	



In the heart, we’re all one ... and we’re one with God ... And in the light of this, I’m 
struck by the significance on this Australia Day of something like the ‘Statement 
from the Heart’ by Australia’s indigenous peoples – where it came from and how 
our polity has so far proved itself incapable of really hearing it, receiving it, at the 
heart. 
 
So notice that what’s assumed by this possibility of our heart being awakened to 
communion with the heart of life, the heart of God – what’s assumed is the basic 
faith that God IS – is given, available. We don’t manufacture or generate this 
reality, this love – we simply dispose ourselves to receive it and to begin to radiate 
it. And this is what the prayer of the heart is about – opening us to, joining us to 
the stream of love that flows endlessly from God, for love of the world. 
 
This is an extraordinary vision of how things are, and what’s possible for us – 
there’s lots in our experience, in daily life that might lead us to think this vision 
simply fantasy, wishful thinking. But then we think of the spontaneous outflow of 
love and generosity, the deep seeing of other’s significance, when hearts are 
touched by something like the bushfire ... think of how enlivening that is, how true 
it feels. It’s true that there are some who seem irredeemably ‘hard of heart’ ... but 
we know they aren’t the final word. And that makes it all the more significant that 
at such a time in the life of the world, there be people, communities of faith 
seeking to live from the heart, making visible its energy and reality, calling us to 
become who we truly are. 
 
 
	


